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Transportation electrification: Step 1
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Transportation electrification: small & Big
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Transportation electrification: buses
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Where should policy focus?

 Technological progress in batteries, charging, motors, 
and materials makes electrification feasible 
 Dynamics of adoption (Holland et al. 2018)

 Environmental benefits of electrification are possible 
and largest in West & urban areas (Holland et al. 2016)

 Which modes of transportation have most potential for 
environmental benefits from electrification?
 Cars?  Buses (gas and diesel)?  Trucks?  
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Battery price decline
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Environmental benefit of an EV (car)

Electric v. Gasoline 2014 Ford Focus  (Source Holland et al 2016)



Methods: Damages for Diesel Buses

 Diesel bus emissions: grams per mile of SO2, CO2, 
PM2.5, NOx, and VOCs 

 Electric buses: charging in kWh/mile
 PM2.5, NOx, SO2, CO2 (grams/MWh) estimated from: 

 Damages: SCC of CO2 , plus AP2’s county-level 
damages ($/gram) of PM2.5, NOx, VOCs, and SO2

 Aggregation across counties’ bus mileage (national 
transit database)
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Methodological challenges

 Earlier work aggregated loads to nine NERC regions
 New York, NY and Boston, MA in same NERC region

 Similarly, (Raleigh, NC & Mobile, AL) and (Minneapolis, MN & 
Detroit, MI) and (Seattle, WA & Phoenix, AZ) in same NERC regions

 This aggregation may be appropriate for some hours, regions, 
or questions

 Can we decrease the spatial scale and let the data 
determine aggregation?
 Large number of regressors that are i) serially correlated over 

hours and ii) spatially correlated over regions
 Model overfitting?
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Possible solutions?

 Machine learning (e.g., ridge regression & LASSO) can 
regularize & select variables to improve predictive power
 Dropping correlated regressors may not be appropriate

 Impose constraints from technology on coefficients
 e.g., Require distant load regions all have same effects or decay by 

distance. Use structure from a 

 Condition on other covariates, e.g., temperature
 Estimate relationship between residual load and emissions
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Very preliminary findings: Substantial 
damages from diesel buses
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Very preliminary findings: Trucks are 
dirty too!
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Summary and moving forward

 Technological progress in batteries, charging, motors, 
and materials makes transportation electrification 
feasible

 We ask: What are environmental benefits of 
electrification of different transportation modes?
 Better (newer) emissions data for buses and trucks
 Improved techniques for estimating electricity emissions

 Machine learning? Model restrictions?  Residuals?
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